HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR WEALTH & PROSPERITY LUCK QUICKLY & EASILY USING Feng Shui
The first extremely powerful method for attracting WEALTH instantly into your life is a method that the tycoons of the Far East, from Hong Kong to Singapore who know about feng shui, have secretly been using for many years.

In fact, for many of them, feng shui is a way of life and the tables and desks in their offices and homes are ALWAYS arranged in such a way that allows them to sit facing their wealth and success direction. This is fine tuned for them by their Feng Shui masters, whose job it is to ensure that they always sit auspiciously and always face a direction that attracts PROSPERITY to them continuously throughout the year.

WHY DOES THE BOSS ALWAYS SIT FACING THE WINDOW?

It’s probably his SUCCESS direction – his most auspicious direction. It signifies the location and direction that brings him wealth, success and prosperity luck. In Chinese this is known as the Sheng Chi direction which attracts wealth luck, and knowing one’s personal sheng chi direction is always a well-kept secret. The desk in the office is therefore arranged in a way that enables the managing director or boss to sit facing this key secret direction. Once arranged, the Feng Shui master will check the placement of the desk and chair again to make very sure that there is nothing sharp, pointed or hostile in front of the desk that may be hitting the boss either directly or indirectly. However, the MOST important thing is to get the facing direction right.

The chair you sit on when you make decisions, make a phone call or discuss business with someone must be facing your key secret wealth direction and must give you full support with a nice high back and sturdy arms on each side. You’ll never find a knowledgeable tycoon sitting in an open-backed chair, a chair without arms or one that is too cramped and small.
YOU’LL EXPERIENCE RESULTS IN JUST 9 DAYS

Just rearrange your sitting direction to face your wealth direction and you will see results as soon as within nine days. Yes, within nine days (and in some cases even earlier) you will find the cosmic energies flying auspiciously towards you bringing you extra money, added wealth and plenty of new opportunities to make money.

FINDING YOUR PERSONAL WEALTH LUCK DIRECTION

Go to www.wofs.com and click on the kua calculator in the upper right corner of our home page. Follow the simple instructions to enter your date of birth and gender and your kua number, along with you 4 lucky directions and 4 unlucky directions will appear immediately. It’s that simple!

Make sure that you face your SUCCESS direction at all times and you will begin to receive cosmic wealth luck. Commit your SUCCESS direction to memory and carry a compass in your pocket so that you never face any of your unlucky directions, especially when you are making an investment or signing a contract.

Special Tip: If for some reason you are unable to sit facing your personal success direction, then be sure to sit facing one of your other lucky directions…and never sit facing your Chueh Ming – total loss direction (don’t worry - the kua calculator will give you all of your lucky and unlucky directions).

It helps to invest in a good compass and carry this with you at all times. Then make it a habit to ensure that wherever you may be, as long as you are involved in doing something that can make you rich – like making a decision, interviewing someone or making a proposal or trying to close a sale – just make sure you shift your position slightly to face this direction.

From my own experience, the effects of good or bad feng shui happen IMMEDIATELY. Do make sure that your compass is accurate and you are facing your SUCCESS or SHENG CHI direction. You will see results within 9 days.
CREATING ASSET WEALTH LUCK IN THE PERIOD OF 8

As you may know, to the Chinese wealth is very very important. So here’s the second “wealth secret” that I want to share with you today that not many people are familiar with.

The Chinese divide time into periods, and we are currently in the Period of 8 which will last until 2024. In any period, if you place water in the compass location of the indirect spirit your wealth luck is immediately enhanced. The location of the indirect spirit in Period 8 is SOUTHWEST. So be sure to place water in the SOUTHWEST and this will definitely increase your wealth luck.

Now the type of water that I am talking about is an accumulation of water like a pond or lake or swimming pool for asset wealth luck. If you can create a pond in the SOUTHWEST then be sure to put some fish in it. Or you can have a small lotus pond with water flowers – all of these things, the fish, flowers or lights in the pool add yang energy to the accumulation of water.

Water in the southwest for wealth is good until 2024 so you can create quite a lot of good wealth in the next 10 years!

Special Tip: If you can’t build a pond or you don’t have a swimming pool, you can use an aquarium or one of our nicely designed small water fountains where the water collects in a small pool at the bottom of the feature.

GOLD!

The Chinese consider wealth creation to be such an important part of feng shui and there are many different symbolic representations... but the most important things are associated with GOLD.

So a pot of gold ingots on your coffee table suggests an amassment of wealth and coins tied with a red string placed conveniently around your home and office is very good too.

One of the things I always do when I renovate and put in a new floor is to place a few hundred coins tied with red thread before I put the cement on top. So you can do the same. You can have gold “under your floor” and this is really a very powerful wealth energizer.
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Special Tip: If you’re not renovating soon or live in a rental property, then place the coins tied with red thread under your carpet – this is also a very potent wealth producer.

It’s not hard to change your wealth luck!

Facing your specific WEALTH direction, placing water in the SOUTHWEST in the Period of 8 and using symbols like gold ingots and coins are only a few of the many hundreds of feng shui ways you can use to increase your WEALTH & SUCCESS luck. I’m a firm believer that feng shui does not have to be difficult to learn for it to work wonders and enhance every aspect of your life.

Looking Ahead in the Year of the Wood Horse

In 2014 we enter the Year of the WOOD HORSE, and your fortunes will improve if you increase the presence of the EARTH element energy near you. This is important since the EARTH element is completely missing from the paht chee chart of 2014. Place crystal balls in five colors to signify all five elements (this is an excellent feng shui enhancer) or place a yellow crystal ball embossed with sacred mantras to magnify and expand your wealth and good fortune! Crystal balls also ensure good harmony and help relationship luck in your home. Wearing gemstones like raw citrines and agates set with real or faux gold and silver is also an excellent wealth enhancer in 2014 for everyone.

I have spent the past 40 years living with good feng shui and it has never let me down. In the last twenty years I have also written over one hundred and thirty books on the subject of feng shui and Chinese fortune telling and many of these have become best sellers in over 31 countries!

Try these simple tips I am now sharing with you here and I wish you must success, prosperity and happiness!
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